August 19, 2021, 3 to 4 p.m.

Save the Date: College of Science Faculty Meeting

August 9, 2021 - August 13, 2021

Females of Color and those Underrepresented in STEM (FOCUS) Academy (virtual)

Orientation and fully prepares you for life as a Mason Science student.
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Deadline to submit COVID-19 vaccination documentation

by the emerging kelp aquaculture industry in the United States, including strategies for monetization of these

Wednesday, July 21, 2021

Find out more on this research
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past half-century. Check out the
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soil dryness in intensifying the extreme heatwave over much of Europe in 2018. The article
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Mason’s Aspiring Scientists Summer Internship Program (ASSIP)

as quickly and as fully as possible.

promised, I have shared information from the Mason administration and within our own leadership team

couldn’t have considered our virtual situation thanks to COVID-19, when and where possible, as

Over this first year at Mason, I’ve worked to prioritize connecting and communicating within our Mason

important part of our strategy for growth and prosperity.

One of the attendees asked me to describe my communication style and how I handle information. I

shared my vision for the college and explained my leadership style as I fielded questions from the

had the opportunity to meet with faculty and staff in an informal town hall. During that discussion, I
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